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Abstract
People have studied English using online English dictionaries when they looked for the meaning

of English words or the example sentences. These days, as the AI technologies such as machine

learning have been developing, documents can be translated in real time with Kakao, Papago,

Google translators and so on. But, there has still been some problems with the accuracy of

translation. The AI secretaries can be used for real-time interpreting, so this kind of systems are

being used to translate such the web pages, papers into Korean. In this paper, we researched on

the usage frequency of the combined English phrases from dictionaries by analyzing the number

of the searched results on Google. With the result of this paper, we expect to help the people to

use more English fluently.

1. Introduction

In the 4th industrial revolution, we get to the

foreign culture such as news, documents, TV

shows so closer than ever because we can

quickly connect to the Internet anytime, anywhere.

In particular, we can get a lot of useful

information faster than ever with the rapid

development of machine translation technology by

AI[1][2]. In the previous research, they studied on

the use of machine translator such as Kakao,

Papago, Google translator and its effect on high

school students’ English writing[3].

However, the accuracy of the machine

translating Korean into English phrases was

sometimes low because there’s some problem like

when the translator can’t recognize the object or

verb properly[4]. Moreover, we could get

struggling with choosing the proper English

words when we try translating Korean into

English sentences using English dictionaries.

In this reason, we propose a method to

compose English sentences using English

dictionaries by calculating the usage frequency of

translated English phrase analyzing the number of

the searched results on Google.

2. Experimental Environment

We gathered the experimental data from open

vocabulary book of Daum Dictionary. We collect

the example sentences consisting of verbs and

objects from “[회화] 가장많이쓰이는동사-랭킹

Top1000[01]” in the vocabulary book. Among the

1000 of phrases, we randomly chose 50 ones as

Figure 1[5].

(Figure 1) Experimental Data
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To get the result, we composed a program

using python. To operate the procedures

automatically, we used the python module

called “Selenium[6].” Additionally, we used the

“konlpy” module to separate the object and

verb[7].

To measure the correlation between the index

and the proportion variables, we used the Pearson

Correlation Coefficient as shown formula (1)[9].

This has a value between –1 and 1. The positive

value is positive linear, the negative value is

negative linear. The larger the absolute value, the

stronger the relationship between the variables.

 

 
(1)

cov : covariance

σX : standard deviation of X

σY : standard deviation of Y

In some case, the verb and the object are not

completely separated. For example, the phrase "제

안을 충분히 검토했다" is divided into "제안" as

the object and "검토충분하다" as the verb.

The flow chart for this operation shows as

Figure 2. At first, the “해군기지” and “만들다”

of Korean phrases are translated into English

on Daum dictionary[8]. On Daum dictionary, it

usually recommends multiple English words.

One phrase usually contains one object and one

verb. Therefore, the number of combinations

from the recommended English words can be

calculated as the number of objects multiplied

by the number of verbs. Then, these combined

English phrases are searched on Google and

the number of searched results is also crawled.

(Figure 2) Flow Chart for Operation

3. Experimental Result

Take for instance, using “해군 기지로 만들다”

of Korean phrases, we could get the proposed

“build naval base” of English phrase. And the

number of combined English phrases is shown as

Figure 3.

(Figure 3) Combined English Phrases

The average numbers of the recommended

words for object and verb from Daum

dictionary are 3.40 and 3.56 for each. And we

combined the words by order and searched for

the combined phrase on Google. The numbers

of the searched results are shown as Table 1.

The proportion of the combined phrase

depends on the distance between the object

and the verb indexes.
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<Table 1> Proportion Search Count of Combination

Words

verb

object　
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5

#1 0.1835 0.1210 0.0797 0.0083 0.0264

#2 0.0882 0.0496 0.0261 0.0196 0.0048

#3 0.0585 0.0346 0.0242 0.0204 0.0085

#4 0.0389 0.0138 0.0195 0.0221 0.0044

#5 0.0184 0.0088 0.0062 0.0041 0.0104

The proportions based on object are shown

as Figure 4 and those based on verb are

shown as Figure 5. According to them, the

proportions usually decrease.

(Figure 4) The Proportions Based on Object

(Figure 5) The Proportions Based on Verb

To measure the correlations, the pearson

correlation coefficient values were calculated as

Table 2 and Table 3. Table 2 and Table 3 show

the values according to the Row(Object),

Column(Verb) respectively. The absolute values of

them are usually close to 1, so they are usually

strongly negative linear.

<Table 2> Pearson Correlation Coefficients by the Row

Index

Pearson's r Value

#1 -0.947

#2 -0.956

#3 -0.959

#4 -0.757

#5 -0.596

<Table 3> Pearson Correlation Coefficients by the

Column Index

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5

Pearson's

r Value
-0.928 -0.909 -0.860 -0.115 -0.568

4. Conclusion

The aim of this paper is to get the most

commonly used phrases by English native

speakers. So, we proposed a method to compose

English phrases which are the most commonly

used.

With combining the words and calculating the

results, the combinations with the first

recommended object and the first recommended

verb are usually the most frequently used on

Google. The highest point of the combination

words is 0.1835. This indicates that the

combination of the first recommended object and

the first recommended verb is the most frequently

used phrase by calculating the number of the

searched results on Google. Moreover, the

correlation between the recommended index and

the proportion is usually negative linear. Thus,

this indicates that the combination of the first

recommended object and the first recommended

verb is usually more used phrase than the others.

In the future researches, we could propose a

method to make English sentences which are

more proper to the context. Moreover, it could

help the real-time interpreters to translate

languages more fluently.
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